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More than 7,000 meteorite fragments have been returned so
far, mainly by Japanese Antarctic Research Expeditions (JARE)
and the U.S. Antarctic Research Program (USARP). These repre-
sent 1,200 to 3,500 separate falls, a number comparable with
that of known nonantarctic meteorites (Dennison, Lingner, and
Lipschutz in preparation). Many of the antarctic meteorites are
of types common among nonantarctic falls, others are of rare or
unique type. We use radiochemical neutron activation and
atomic absorption techniques to determine parts-per-million/
parts-per-billion levels of 12 to 15 chalcophile, lithophile, side-
rophile, and volatile/mobile trace elements in each meteorite we
study to establish extraterrestrial and terrestrial history
(Lipschutz in press). During the past year, we studied: forma-
tion conditions of meteorites of rare or unique type, the ice
sheet's role in collecting extraterrestrial material and the nature
of that material, and the detailed antarctic weathering processes
in meteorites.

Meteorites of rare or unique type are intrinsically interesting
because they offer glimpses of parent objects unusual in some
respect(s) from other extraterrestrial sources (e.g., Lipschutz
1984, 1985). Yamato 74160, a sample transitional between an LL
chondrite and an achondrite offered a unique opportunity to
examine chemical and mineralogic processes that occurred dur-
ing an intermediate stage of planetary differentiation (Takeda,
Huston, and Lipschutz 1984). Three antarctic meteorites, and
the only known naturally transported lunar samples on Earth,
yield potentially important information on ejection dynamics
from a massive object. We determined our suite of trace ele-
ments in ALHA81005 earlier (Verkouteren, Dennison, and
Lipschutz 1983) and Yamato 791197 now (Kaczaral, Dennison,
and Lipschutz in press). The two clearly derive from lunar
highlands rocks with different histories. They could con-
ceivably have come from the same, previously unsampled lunar
region by a single impact if the impact that launched them
earthward were sufficiently massive. Yamato 791197 is among
the most volatile rich lunar samples ever identified; it bears the
imprint of condensed lunar volcanic emanations. The third
sample, Yamato 82192, is unstudied thus far.

Why are there so many meteorites of rare or unique type in
Antarctica? In considering this question, we noted (Dennison et
al. in press) that while uncertainty exists because of pairing
problems, antarctic and nonantarctic meteorite populations
contain different proportions by type (table 1). These dif-
ferences, not reasonably ascribed to antarctic weathering, hint
at some major difference in the meteorite flux in Antarctica and
elsewhere. This could reflect either more highly inclined orbits
for antarctic meteorite parent bodies or, more likely in my
estimation, a temporal meteorite flux change over the past 0.3
million years (Dennison et al. in preparation).

Indications for differences between meteorite types in ant-
arctic and nonantarctic sample populations do not necessarily

mean that a given meteorite type will differ in the two sample
populations. To study this, one must compare parameters
known to vary widely and be indicative of meteoritic genetic
processes, i.e. volatile/mobile trace-element contents. The data
distribution for a given volatile/mobile trace element in a sample
population may be treated as Gaussian (Dennison et al. in
preparation). Generally, distributions for an element in two
sample populations overlap, and one may use, standard statis-
tical tests to examine the likelihood that the sample populations
derive from the same parent population. If, statistically, a
number of different elements indicate this is unlikely, we may
conclude that the sample populations derive from different
parent populations.

Table 1. Comparative numbers of selected meteorite types found
in Victoria Land and in nonantarctic regions

Victoria Land 	 Nonantarctic

Meteorite type	Number	Percent	Number	Percent

Chondrites	756	92.4	784	86.6
H	 542	66.3	276	30.5
L	 167	20.4	319	35.2
LL	 24	2.9	66	7.3

Achondrites	45	5.5	69	7.6
Irons	 14	1.7	42	4.6
Stony-irons	 3	0.4	10	1.1

Total	 818	100.0	905	100.0

a Data do not include 281 samples paired with ones already classified.

Dennison et al. (in preparation) found significant differences
for 8 of 13 elements tested in nonantarctic and Victoria Land H5
chondrites (table 2). This greatly exceeds the 1 or 2 differences
expected to arise by chance at greater than or equal to 90 percent
confidence level. Dennison et al. (in preparation) considered a
variety of explanations—especially weathering—and con-
cluded that the differences reflect preterrestrial processes. More
recently, Kaczaral and Lipschutz (in preparation) found that
L4-6 chondrites from Victoria Land also differ compositionally
from nonantarctic falls (table 2). Only 3 elements differ both in
H5 and L6 chondrites, and 2 of these (bismuth and rubidium)
differ in enrichment direction in Victoria Land and nonantarctic
samples. This further indicates that antarctic weathering did not
generally affect trace-element contents.

The evidence seems compelling that meteorites from Victoria
Land constitute a sample population different from that falling
in nonantarctic regions. Hence, we conclude that antarctic me-
teorites are a more valuable scientific resource than hitherto
suspected, whether the difference reflects a temporal variation
or a parent-body orbital difference (Dennison et al. in prepara-
tion). In either event, antarctic meteorites are a potentially
unique source of information on extraterrestrial objects and on
the ice sheet of which they are such an intimate part.
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Table 2. Comparison of statistically significant differences in H5
and L6 chondrites from Victoria Land with contemporary nonantarctic falls

Element
	

Antarctic	 Nonantarctic	 Significancea

H5 Chondrites

Antimony (parts per billion)
	

83
	

69
	

97
Selenium (parts per million)b

	
9.0
	

8.2
	

99
Rubidium (parts per million)

	
2.0
	

2.5
	

97
Bismuth (parts per billion)

	
2.8
	

1.1
	

98
Indium (parts per billion)
	

0.21
	

0.49
	

97
Thallium (parts per billion)

	
0.81
	

0.24
	

96
Zinc (parts per million)'
	

43
	

53
	

96
Cadmium (parts per billion)

	
0.72
	

3.7
	

99

Number of samples analyzed
	

23
	

20

L6 Chondrites

Cobalt (parts per million)'
	

480
	

600
	

97
Gold (parts per billion )b
	

140
	

160
	

90
Rubidium (parts per million)

	
2.6
	

2.2
	

95
Cesium (parts per billion)

	
4.02
	

12.4
	

99
Tellurium (parts per billion)

	
340
	

380
	

90
Bismuth (parts per billion)

	
0.58
	

2.7
	

99
Silver (parts per billion)
	

45
	

71
	

97
Cadmium (parts per billion)

	
1.6
	

14.2
	

99

Number of samples analyzed
	

13
	

25

a 'Significance" denotes the significance level at which it may be concluded that the respective sample populations do not derive from the same parent
population.

b These are arithmetic means; all others are geometric means.
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